Pre-Made Pouch Fill & Seal Machine

GP-M3000

Easily manages stand up pouches, pouches with side gussets, flat-bottom or 3-side seal configurations.

Easily seals pouches with reclosable features, such as Press-to-Close Zipper, Slider, velcro.

Massman Automation is General Packer's exclusive North America Authorized Distributor

Massman Automation Designs, LLC

320.554.3611 | WWW.MASSMANLLC.COM | SALES@MASSMANLLC.COM

Streamlining Production Through Automation™
General Packer Co., Ltd. specializes in the design, manufacture, and sale of high performance, automatic packaging machines. The original "set-up type" pouch filling-sealing and nitrogen gas flushing systems has made General Packer the industry leader with more than 2,000 packaging systems to customers worldwide. General Packer has experience filling stand-up pouches with dry goods including, milled and ancient grains, powders, candies, pet food, health foods, medicines, and medical supplies.

**GP M3000**

**Pre-Made Pouch Fill & Seal Machine**

**FEATURES**
- (3) Minute Automated Pouch Size Change
- Servo Controlled Heat Sealing
- (10) Station, CAM Driven & Heavy Duty Stainless Steel Construction
- Outstanding Performance & Reliability
- Easy Cleaning

**OPTIONS**
- Direct Ink Jet Printing to Increased 60% Pouch Area
- Nitrogen Flush, O2 Reduction Levels ≥ 0.5% (application dependant)

**WHY MASSMAN**
- Providing Packaging Systems for 35+ Years
- Extensive Product Line Offering
  - Case Erecting
  - Case Sealing
  - Case Packing
  - Palletizing
  - Robotics
  - Flexible Pouch Packaging
  - Shrink Wrapping/Bundling
  - Cartoning
  - Product Placers
  - Microwave Popcorn Packaging
  - Pleated Filter Assembly
  - Custom Applications
- High Quality, Robust Machines
- Responsive, Dependable Customer Service